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Abstract
The aim of the study is to investigate reverse engineering and its
impact on reducing production costs and improving quality. In reverse
engineering methodology the vital steps concerned, are features of
mathematical models and connected surface representations, breaking
and surface fitting of straightforward and free-form shapes,
and making correct CAD models. As a result, the first nerve fiber arm
spacing may operate on the cooling rate that successively depends on
the casting method. In conclusion, the two primary objectives of
applying reverse engineering in producing are to reinvent a part for
market competition or for part restoration.
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La ingeniería inversa y su impacto en la reducción
de los costos de producción y la mejora de la
calidad
Resumen
El objetivo del estudio es investigar la ingeniería inversa y su
impacto en la reducción de los costos de producción y la mejora de la
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calidad. En la metodología de ingeniería inversa, los pasos vitales en
cuestión son las características de los modelos matemáticos y las
representaciones de superficie conectadas, la ruptura y el ajuste
superficial de formas sencillas y de forma libre, y la fabricación de
modelos CAD correctos. Como resultado, el primer espaciamiento del
brazo de la fibra nerviosa puede operar en la velocidad de enfriamiento
que depende sucesivamente del método de fundición. En conclusión,
los dos objetivos principales de aplicar la ingeniería inversa en la
producción son reinventar una parte para la competencia en el mercado
o para la restauración de una parte.
Palabras clave: Inversión, ingeniería, digitalización, CAD,
producción.
1. INTRODUCTION
Reverse engineering was typically used throughout the Second
war and therefore the Cold War. It is typically employed by the
military so as to repeat different nation’s technology, devices or info,
or components of that, are obtained by regular troops within the fields
or by intelligence operations. Within a previous couple of years,
hyperbolic process power, more computer hardware, and high-speed
contact or non-contact scanning devices, discrete pure mathematics has
gained increasing importance in automotive style, manufacturing, and
quality assurance. In recent year, the impact of reverse engineering in
producing trade is increasing day per day and it conjointly plays a
significant role in promoting industrial evolution by simply introducing
expensive products and stimulating further competition. However, the
common life cycle of modern inventions is way shorter.
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To accommodate this speedy rate of reinvention of modern
machinery and instruments, reverse engineering provides a high-tech
tool to speed up the reinvention method for future industrial evolution.
Reverse engineering plays a major role within the aviation trade
primarily due to the subsequent reasons: maturity of the trade, the
advancement of recent technologies, and market demands. From the
dawn of the aviation trade within the early decennium to its hardware
maturity with the event of jet craft within the Fifties, the aviation trade
revolutionized the modes of transportation in concerning fifty years.

The world has witnessed 3 digital convergences throughout the
past 3 decades. Anytime new technologies break down the barrier
between physical and digital forms, new product and new markets has
been created. The Nineteen Seventies ushered in digitized sound using
signal process (1D) that created analog and digital conversion a part of
a typical language within the telecommunication business. The
Eighties brought digitized fonts and photos using the image process
(2D).

The convenience of switching between electronic and paper
documents modified the commercial enterprise business and the thanks
to storing and share info. The third convergence, starting within the
1990s, concentrate on digitizing the physical world exploitation pure
mathematics process (3D). The convergence of physical and digital
worlds enabled by reverse and forward engineering technologies ought
to essentially modification the approach product square measure
designed, factory-made, and marketed. By creating a digital duplicate
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of the world as easily as taking a digital image, the most important
breakthrough of the ordinal century will be in producing business
(Pleshakov, 2012).

Reverse engineering is often applied to re-create either the highvalue commercial elements for business profits or the worthless legacy
elements for historical restoration. To accomplish this task, the
engineer desires an understanding of the functionality of the initial half
and therefore the skills to copy its characteristic details. In the fields of
engineering and industrial producing, reverse engineering refers to the
tactic of making engineering style and documentation data from
existing elements and their assemblies. Whereas in the standard
engineering process, transforms engineering ideas and models into real
elements, within the reverse engineering approach real elements are
remodeled into engineering models and concepts. Reverse engineering
incorporates a quite common abroad vary space like mechanical
engineering, software system engineering, animation/entertainment
business, microchips, chemicals, electronics, pharmaceutical product,
etc. (Duncan et al., 2008).

That specializes in the mechanical engineering domain, through
the applying of reverse engineering techniques associate degree
existing half is recreated by feat its’ surface or geometrical features
information exploitation contact or non-contact digitizing or measure
devices. By using reverse engineering, creation of product takes
advantage of the intensive use of CAD/CAM/CAE systems. And
apparently provides huge gains in rising in quality, materials
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properties, the potency of re-design, manufacture and analysis.
Therefore, reverse engineering goes with substantial business
advantages in shortening the merchandise development cycle.

Reverse engineering has been used to manufacture several
mechanical elements, such as seals, O-rings, bolts and nuts, gaskets,
and engine elements, and is widely utilized in several industries
(Luenibaer, 2007). The Society of producing Engineers (SME) states
that the practice of reverse engineering “starting with a finished
product or method and working backward in a logical fashion to get
the underlying new technology” (Francis, 1988: 25). Makers
everywhere the globe have practiced reverse engineering in their
development. The new analytical technologies, like three dimensional
(3D) optical device scanning and high-resolution research, have
created reverse engineering easier, however, there is still way more to
be learned. Many skilled organizations have provided the definitions of
reverse engineering from their perspectives.

It has been incorporating in applicable mechanical style and
manufacturing engineering standards and multiple realistic product
constraints with broad information in multiple disciplines like:
Applying information of arithmetic, engineering, and science in
information analysis and interpretation.
✔

Using techniques, instruments, and tools in reverse

engineering applications
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Conducting acceptable experiments and tests to get the

required information in reverse engineering.
✔

Identifying, formulating, and finding problems associated

with reverse engineering.
✔

Understanding legal and ethical responsibilities pertinent to

reverse engineering.
✔

Assessing and evaluating documents and fostering

attainment of objectives of a reverse engineering project.

The part made through reverse engineering ought to be in
compliance with the requirements contained in applicable program
criteria. To realize a prospering reverse engineering method needs.
Although its roots back to precedent days in history, the recent
advancement in reverse engineering has elevated this technology to at
least one of the primary methodologies utilized in several industries,
together with the part, automotive, shopper natural philosophy,
medical device, sporting goods, toy, and jewelry. It is conjointly
applied in rhetorical science and accident investigations.

1.1. Reverse Engineering

Reverse engineering is that the method of getting a geometrical
CAD model from measurements non-heritable by contact or non-
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contact scanning technique of associate existing physical model. The
characterizes typical procedure of reverse engineering is showing in
figure 1.

It consists of following steps: knowledge acquisition, preprocessing (noise filtering and merging), and triangulation, feature
extraction, segmentation and surface fitting and application of
CAD/CAM/CAE tools (Juanatey, 2006).

Figure 1: Basic Reverse Engineering Process
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1.2. Applications of reverse engineering in manufacturing

To manufacture an ancient chariot these days, reverse
engineering can be the sole choice. However, on many different
occasions, reverse engineering is additionally used for numerous
reasons by makers, inventors, and researchers. Wang & Genc (2012)
for instance, an engineer can initial build a replacement truck model
with clay which will be simply changed as required, and so digitalize
this clay model for reverse engineering to show the new design into a
product a lot of quicker. The subsequent may be a list of some
applications of reverse engineering that have been found to be terribly
helpful.

1. The first design knowledge is not without delay obtainable,
either because of part vintage, legal restriction, or trade secrecy.

2. The first manufacturer is out of business or does not
manufacture the part to any extent further. This is often a typical
perplexity within the aviation, automotive, and even home
electronic product industries.

3. To repair a worn-out part while not the first design
information or any spare components obtainable, like the engine
plate of a previous piston engine utilized in crop-dusters.

4. To shorten the analysis and development cycle time for a
brand new product supported an existing part. It is few and
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much between to introduce the latest product from scratch into
the market. Additional usually than not, a brand new product is
simply a brand new model of a previous one. The appliance of
reverse engineering to the previous base product using pc
modeling with information input directly from 3D scanning,
followed by digital prototyping with simulation will be very
useful for new product style. Indeed, reverse engineering is not
solely utilized in the aftermarket to reinvent competitor’s
product, however, can also be employed by the first equipment
manufacturer (OEM) for brand spanking new development
(Kopeliovich, 2012).

5. To reinforce client communication with fast turn-around
prototypes

to

satisfy

customer’s

expectations.

Another

advantage of reverse engineering application in OEM producing
is that it permits engineers to quickly iterate various versions of
prototypes of a brand new product, one supported another, at
comparatively low prices to optimize the merchandise and
satisfy customer’s needs. As an example, many iterations could
be needed to develop a brand new snow remover (even
supported associate degree existing previous model) to fulfill
customer’s demands in vehicle quality, stability, and safety
(Dumontier, 2009).
6. To research a competitor’s half for business advantage.
Reverse engineering contributes to a multi-billion-dollar spare
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components aftermarket annually simply within the aviation
business alone.

7. To check associate degree existing half or machine for
analysis or tutorial functions. As an example, to look for the
optimum reinvention of associate degree automotive truck to
fulfill the ever rigorous emission standards, many components
and parts that act with each other may need to be studied for
modification. Reverse engineering will considerably scale back
the model building cycle, associate degreed drastically save
prototyping prices by beginning with an existing obsolete
noncompliant model as a base to develop the new model.

2. VERIFICATION OF MANUFACTURING PARAMETERS
2.1. Heat Treatment

Modern analytical technologies like quantitative metallography
and residual stress activity have created it comparatively easier to
reveal some previous history of a producing method. However
validating the whole producing method of a district will still be a posh
and somewhat clueless task, such as the verification of the temperature,
cycle, associated time period of a heat treatment method applied to an
automotive part like the disc. A technique to decipher a heat treatment
method by reverse engineering in producing is to verify as several
parameters as doable, then choose the simplest probable heat treatment
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method following the material specifications unremarkably employed
in the producing industries. For instance, sit down with SAE
International aerospace Material Specification (AMS) 2759 series for
warmth treatment general steering. Once the part is more known as a
precipitation-hardening corrosion-resistant and maraging steel half,
then follow the specifications listed in AMS 2759/3.

Follow AMS 2759/4 for associate austenitic corrosion-resistant
steel half, or AMS 2759/5 for a martensitic corrosion-resistant steel
part if the components are known per se. to make sure the right heat
treatment method is employed for the copy of a reverse engineered
part, many post-heat treatment verification strategies are used. One
amongst the foremost effective and convenient strategies is to match
the microstructure between the initial half and also the reinvented half.
If they show shut similarity in grain size and morphology, likelihood is
that 2 moderately similar heat treatment processes are applied for these
components as a result of the microstructure is heavily hooked into the
warmth treatment.

However, the relationships between microstructure and warmth
treatment are too difficult to be comprehensively mentioned here. A lot
of discussions and examples are given at Material Identification and
method Verification in Reverse Engineering: Technology of
Reinvention. Wang (2010) some easy tests on half properties like
hardness is conducted as a basic analysis to match and assure the
equivalence of those 2 components. The engineer will more measure
alternative material properties like fatigue resistance, and a few
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pertinent half practicalities like endurance, to assure the equivalence
between the initial and reinvented components.

2.2. Casting Process

Casting is one in every of the earliest producing processes that
have been used for thousands of years in human history. These
processes, from early sand casting to modern-days preciseness
investment casting, are drastically improved with our higher
understanding of the science of thermodynamics and dynamics.
However, the precise parameters of a casting method area unit as
troublesome to work out by reverse engineering as those utilized in a
heat treatment method, even the paths of the solidification process, like
half microstructure and grain morphology may be distinctively known
within the finished product (Abdul Rahman, 2019).

The kinetic and physics information is pertinent to a casting
method like liquid density and body area unit terribly material-specific.
To accurately confirm the values of that information, engineers got to
determine the fabric kind and its composition that may be more
mentioned within the next section. Alternative parameters like soften
temperature and solid mildew flow path are crucial to a casting method
and are essential in reverse engineering to reinvent this method. The
half microstructure will offer some hints of the softening temperature
and also the solid mildew style by revealing the grain flow pattern, and
grain morphology, like grain size and its distribution. The first nerve
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fiber arm spacing may operate on the cooling rate that successively
depends on the casting method and might additionally offer a clue to
reinvent the casting method.

3. CONCLUSION
The two primary objectives of applying reverse engineering in
producing are to reinvent a part for market competition or for part
restoration. Technically each these objectives heavily accept the
success of 3 key elements: material composition identification, part
dimension determination, and producing method verification. Material
composition identification with 100 percent certainty is on the far side
our reach; but, most of the time engineers will verify the material
composition with affordable acceptance from a producing perspective.
Part dimensional information will typically be exactly regenerated with
advanced fashionable science. The foremost difficult task is to verify
the elaborate producing parameters. Till additional precise instruments
become out there to raise decipher the previous producing method, the
most effective follow is to demonstrate that the reinvented half has
equivalent half practicality and performance.
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